Abstract-We use static object data to improve success detection for stacking objects on and nesting objects in one another. Such actions are necessary for certain robotics tasks, e.g., clearing a dining table or packing a warehouse bin. However, using an RGB-D camera to detect success can be insufficient: same-colored objects can be difficult to differentiate, and reflective silverware cause noisy depth camera perception. We show that adding static data about the objects themselves improves the performance of an end-to-end pipeline for classifying action outcomes. Images of the objects, and language expressions describing them, encode prior geometry, shape, and size information that refine classification accuracy. We collect over 13 hours of egocentric manipulation data for training a model to reason about whether a robot successfully placed unseen objects in or on one another. The model achieves up to a 57% absolute gain over the task baseline on pairs of previously unseen objects.
I. INTRODUCTION
We show that static vision and language data about the objects a robot manipulates can improve action outcome detection compared to a robot's egocentric camera data alone. We consider the task of determining whether a robot's stacking action resulted in successfully placing an object in or on another object given egocentric scene information from a manipulator-mounted camera 1 ( Fig. 1 ) and static vision and language data about the objects themselves in the form of images and referring expressions.
Consider a robot clearing a table of a plate, two cups, and two forks. Rather than clear each item one by one, a more efficient plan is to nest the cups in one another, place the forks in the cups, and put that collection on the plate. Accomplishing this plan requires the robot to detect success after nesting and stacking actions. Before the robot stacks the cups on the plate, it must know that it has successfully nested the cups in one another.
This problem is non-trivial for unseen objects with a wide range of geometries. In the first row of Fig. 1 , the spoon is in the cup, but the robot's RGB signal is shallow because the handle and the cup are both red, and the depth signal is noisy because of the reflective surface of the spoon that hangs outside of the cup.
For such applications, the objects in a robot's workspace have properties-such as geometry, size, and shape-that provide a prior for action success. These properties are reflected in static visual and language data about workspace objects. Pictures taken from multiple viewpoints can reveal an object's geometry, while language descriptions can reveal an object's category (e.g., cup) and shape (e.g., long). Fig. 1. The task is to classify whether dropping one object onto another resulted in the first being in or on the second. Robot RGB-D scans of the workspace pre and post action are used these to predict the ground truth.
Our insight is to augment RGB-D workspace signals with vision and language priors about the objects themselves to improve classification accuracy of containment relationship after a robot stacking action on unseen objects. 2 In Fig. 1 , static images show that the cup has a hollow center, so objects can go in it, while language referring expressions (e.g., silver spoon with a long handle) reveal a long shape that is easy to rest on other objects.
We examine whether a grasped object (O G ) lands in or on a target object (O T ) when a robot performs a simple stacking action. We gather egocentric RGB-D camera streams of stacking pairs of objects from the Yale-CMU-Berkeley (YCB) Object and Model set [1] , which reflect over 50 hours of robot operation by a researcher. We propose end-to-end CNN-based models to detect whether object O G is in or on object O T after manipulation given this egocentric data (Fig. 2) . We improve performance by adding static object images and referring expressions.
Contributions:
• We show that vision and language data about objects improves detection success for robot action outcomes;
• we provide an end-to-end model for detecting successful placement of one object in or on another; and
• we create a dataset of over 13 hours of robot stacking sensor streams, more than 4000 human annotations of whether object pairs can be in and on one another, and over 800 natural language object referring expressions. Fig. 2 . End-to-end model M ego architecture trained to detect whether the grasped object is either in or on the target object after manipulation given egocentric scans. The robot takes RGB-D snapshots of the workspace before and after attempting to stack the objects. The color and depth differences between these scenes are processed by separate convolutional neural networks, then element-wise multiplied together and used to predict the outcome through a fully connected layer. Both color and depth are informative for this task since objects can have similar colors and reflective surfaces can mislead depth scans.
We assume oracle-level object grasping (grasp selected by the researcher), and motion planning that results in object O G being held within 3cm of the target O T before being dropped. We assume a fixed vantage point from which to survey the scene pre-and post-manipulation, ameliorating one difficulty of manipulator-mounted cameras. We consider pairwise interactions between objects, limiting our task to two objects at a time. We consider nesting objects in and stacking them on one another as a starting point for a wider class of object containment relations.
II. RELATED WORK
Our task is to detect action success in terms of physical relationships between two objects using a manipulatormounted camera. This task relates to work in object relations, grasping and stacking, and egocentric vision. We demonstrate improvements by using static data about the objects involved, including human annotations, related to other work in utilizing human judgements for robotics applications. a) Object Relations: Beyond a functional understanding of which object it can interact with [2] , a robot can reason about relationships between objects. Single models that take in information about two objects can reason about multiple relationships between them [3] , but this requires large, annotated training data for all inter-object relations. Some work targets relationships between tools and target objects [4] . Other work considers stacking to be a category of high-level activity within a dataset [5] , or learns object-level attributes for stackable and containment [6] . Still others learn to ground multi-object concepts, like rows and columns [7] . We use static object information as a prior to improve egocentric detection of whether a robot successfully stacked one object on or contained one object in another.
b) Grasping and Stacking: Current robot systems are increasingly proficient at robustly grasping objects [8] - [10] and subsequently dropping, placing, and balancing them [11] , [12] . The outcomes of these actions vary based on the dexterity of the robot manipulator [13] . Longer-horizon tasks, like stacking multiple objects, require awareness of intermediate action success. Research has addressed: reasoning about visual stability of objects in simulation [14] - [16] and in a robot workspace [17] ; detecting intermediate task success [18] , [19] ; and predicting whether a task will succeed before executing it [20] . We define success in terms of two object relationships: in and on, and we assume oracle-level grasping and localization during action execution.
c) Egocentric Vision:
Existing work detects action outcomes using extrinsic camera viewpoints [21] . However, as robots move from research labs to homes, static cameras become impractical and intrusive. Instead, egocentric cameras can be mounted to the robot chassis [22] , [23] or manipulator [24] , [25] . Most egocentric vision research centers on identifying human [26] , [27] and robot activities [28] or egodriven scene prediction [29] . These perspectives are often obtained through head-or body-mounted cameras [30] - [32] . We use a manipulator-mounted camera, which may become the norm for future robot platforms (e.g., Kinova Jaco 3). This setup restricts the robot to a single viewpoint at a time.
d) Human Judgement:
Attempting to model or utilize human manipulation abilities is a long-studied problem in robotics [33] . Researchers have used crowdsourcing platforms to source data for grasping novel objects [34] and translating natural language commands to actions [35] , [36] . Natural language descriptions of objects from humans can help robots learn visual (red) [37] - [39] or multi-modal (heavy) [40] , [41] classifiers between words and workspace objects, as well as inter-object relations [42] . While embeddings learned by language modeling (e.g., [43] ) place words like fork, plate, and cup as neighbors in the embedding space despite their referents having different physical properties, language vectors informed by physical properties [41] encode some differences in geometry. However, such vocabularies are noisy and sparse, making them insufficient for an open-vocabulary (unrestricted word choice) domain. We crowdsource open-vocabulary referring expressions (e.g., "yellow long fruit") for objects, and annotations for whether humans think objects can be placed in or on one another.
III. TASK AND DATA Our task is to determine whether a robot stacking action successfully placed object O G in or on object O T given egocentric scans from a manipulator-mounted camera. a) Data Folds: We chose the YCB Object and Model set [1] , a standardized collection of physical objects designed for benchmarking robot manipulation, for two reasons. First, this object set is widely used among robotics labs, making the data we collect useful to other researchers. Second, its constituent objects span a diverse space of geometries and potential physical interactions, making the detection of simple physical relations like in and on after a stacking attempt more challenging.
Among the full set of 90 YCB objects, Y , we designate a subset of 28 containers as C (e.g., cups, boxes, and cans). We split Y into Train, Development, and Test data folds. Pairs of objects considered in each fold are considered for the task (e.g., all Train object pairs (O G , O T ) comprise two Train objects). Consequently, not all object pairs are included in the data folds since pair i, j cannot be included in any fold if individual objects i and j are assigned to different folds. This split also means that all objects are unseen at inference time.
objects paired with all objects. We evaluate on the subset of object pairs in those splits for which we collect egocentric, RGB-D data from robot trials (Robot Pairs), and we define an auxiliary task over all pairs in these splits (All Pairs). Table I gives the number of pairs per data fold.
b) Robot Pairs: For a subset of All Pairs, we collect RGB-D directly from the robot's egocentric viewpoint. For each such Robot Pair, five trials were gathered, resulting in 191 × 5 = 955 training examples. Our robot is the widely used Kinova Jaco2 [44] . We use an Intel Realsense D415 RGB-D camera [45] mounted on the end-effector.
To collect egocentric camera data for each pair (O G , O T ), object O T is first set on an origin position on the table. Then, the robot moves to a designated survey position and captures a pre-manipulation RGB-D frame. An operator manually places object O G within the robot's gripper, and the gripper is closed. Then, the robot gripper moves to a height of 3cm above O T and opens. Finally, the robot returns to the survey position and captures a post-manipulation RGB-D frame.
We collect 5 such trials per object pair. For each pair, the operator provides an annotation in {Yes, No} of the outcome, noting whether object O G was in or on object O T for all five trials. 3 This data collection is expensive to conduct because it uses operator-selected oracle grasping. c) Data Augmentation: To augment expensive robot pair data collection, we gather complementary data about objects and object pairs via crowdsourcing through Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) 4 conditioned only on static images Figure 3) .
Subsequently, for each YCB object from Y , we collect three referring expressions from three different annotators (nine in total per object). These expressions, for example small black sphere in the first row of Table III , provide linguistic clues about object size and shape properties.
IV. MODELS
We introduce an end-to-end model that uses egocentric camera inputs to determine whether a stacking action resulted in an in or on relationship between two objects (Fig. 2) . We then add additional object data inputs: images and natural language referring expressions of the objects. a) Egocentric Model M ego : During a robot execution trial, the robot's egocentric camera provides premanipulation and post-manipulation RGB-D inputs: R pre and R post of size 640×480. These images are downsampled once via an average pooling layer to size 64×48. We use the difference between the images (R ∆ ) as input to the model. We learn two egocentric classification models, M ego in and M ego on , that independently learn whether in and on hold between pairs of objects. These models consist of two 3-layer convolutional nets, one for processing RGB and one for processing D inputs, with max-pooling followed by a singular fully connected layer. Specifically, these models take 48 × 64 RGB (3 color channels + 1 L 2 channel) and depth image (1 depth channel) differences as input and output a label c ∈ {Y es, N o}. To capture changes in RGB space, we include the L 2 distance between R post and R pre . L 2 lets us capture change across all three dimensions, while subtraction assumes the color channels are independent. Fig. 2 
Pre-Manipulation
Post-Manipulation Fig. 3 . End-to-end model M ego+obj takes egocentric visual input, vision embeddings from multiple static image viewpoints of each object, and language embeddings from referring expressions for each object. The vision and language embeddings ∆s for each object pass through fully connected layers, whose outputs are element-wise multiplied and then concatenated with the output of the egocentric pipeline. This concatenation is used to classify the pair label.
down views. 5 These static images provide multiple vantage points from which to extract the objects' geometry features. Second, we add natural language referring expressions for each object, which provide linguistic clues about physical properties (e.g., "small" and "long").
We use ResNet-152 [46] and GLoVe vectors [43] (sans fine-tuning) to embed our images 6 and language. The embeddings across the five images and across the referring expression words are averaged to compute embeddings for the auxiliary vision and language input, respectively. We compute the differences between embeddings for O G and O T visually and linguistically before projecting them to the same size space and concatenating the output to the penultimate layer of the Egocentric Model for classification. These object pair embedding vectors from egocentric scans and from object data concatenated for classification have the same size. Fig. 3 shows the model architecture. We again learn independent M ego+obj in and M ego+obj on models. Object images can capture geometry, e.g., if O T is wide and flat, O G is more likely to go on it. Referring expressions can reveal how descriptor words like "small" and "large" for O G encode how likely it is to go in O T .
c) Egocentric plus Pretrained Object Data Model M
ego+pre : Running the robot through thousands of trials and labeling the outcomes is prohibitively expensive, but object data can be crowdsourced (as described in Section III). Whereas in the previous two models, we trained using the smaller data subset, Robot Pairs, here we make use of the All Pairs data to pretrain relevant layers of the M ego+obj 5 Extracted from given YCB object metadata. Accuracy is slightly lower when considering only the front image. 6 Such models could potentially extract features from egocentric scans, but are trained for ImageNet classification, not task-relevant spatial relations.
architecture to obtain the M ego+pre model. We pretrain the M ego+obj in and M ego+obj on architecture layers that map from input embeddings to hidden projection layers on an auxiliary task: predicting in and on Mechanical Turk annotations given only images and referring expressions for objects O G and O T (e.g., no RGB-D input information). This is a noisy signal because human intuition about these stacks might not align with the robot's ability, but we can train on the much larger set of All Pairs.
We hypothesize that this pretraining will lead to higher task accuracy. We denote M ego+pre in and M ego+pre on models with layers for processing image and referring expression inputs instantiated with pretrained weights from this auxiliary task. We compare these against the randomly initializing the weights before training, as done for the M ego+obj models.
V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
We evaluate these models by comparing their performance on the Test data fold of Robot Pairs. 7 We compare model variants against one another and majority class and random baselines. For evaluation, we train each model for 30 epochs, recording the average maximum test data fold accuracy reached in that time across 10 different seeds. 8 During training, all 5 trials per object pair serve as individual training examples, while at inference time a majority vote across the 5 trials of the test pair is taken to assign the label. Table II   7 We tune all architecture hyperparameters to maximize accuracy on the development data fold. We use an Adam optimizer [47] with learning rate 0.01, dropout of 0.3 and ReLu connections between fully connected layers, and a hidden layer size of 64. For RGB-D, we use a 3 × 3 kernel, with three layers of alternating convolution and max pooling operations and filters doubling at each. 8 Random restarts to expose variance in model performance. Baseline (MC) .20 ± .00 .32 ± .00 Baseline (Rand) .52 ± .05
.51 ± .07 indicates signal was included, while "pre" indicates models with object features pretrained from All Pairs data.
shows model and baseline accuracy and standard deviation on the Development and Test data folds.
All end-to-end models achieve higher accuracy than the baselines, with a 57% absolute gain for the in task between the baseline and M ego in / M ego+pre in models. When considering the in and on detection tasks together, models with vision and language processing layers pretrained on an auxiliary task, M ego+pre , score higher accuracy than the others across both the Test and Dev folds. 9 
VI. DISCUSSION
The proposed models all outperform the baseline at detecting both in and on relationships. Here, we discuss their relative performance on these tasks, and Table III shows examples of model disagreements between the egocentric M ego models and object data augmented M ego+pre models. Table III show examples where egocentric data fails to discern that object O G has been successfully placed in object O T . In the first row, object O G is a tiny, barely perceptible marble. In the second row, object O G is a screwdriver with a shiny tip, resulting in a misleading depth scan (similar to the first row of Fig. 1) .
In general, our models have more limited accuracy when detecting on than in relationships: the on relationship is semantically more general than in. Specifically, consider that any object O G in a container O T is also implicitly on that container, while the converse does not hold. This leads to at least two distinct modalities for on: object O G on top of object O T , and O G is inside of O T . Each presents differently in depth scans. The third row of Table III shows an object pair exhibiting a hybrid of these two on modalities.
Generalizing from the Train to Test data pairs is challenging, especially for the wider on relation. 11 Human intuitions of what relationships can hold between objects are not perfectly consistent with the robot's capabilities. The fourth row of Table III shows that while humans annotate that a banana can balance on a spam can, the robot manipulator lacks the dexterity to reliably balance the cylindrical banana. This is reflected in the egocentric M ego on model making the correct decision, while the object data augmented model is mislead by pretraining from human judgement that fruits can be balanced on cans.
b) Limitations and Future Work: To explore the containment detection task, we make several data collection and modeling assumptions (listed in Section I). Relaxing these assumptions is beyond the scope of this work, but we discuss future research towards doing so.
Collecting egocentric camera stream information from a robot performing manipulation tasks is expensive in terms of operator hours, but running data collection in a selfsupervised fashion is difficult in practice when dealing with unseen objects. Future work towards automatically selecting robust grasps, and planning for correct object placement on the target object, may allow the robot to gather egocentric data autonomously for subsequent experimenter annotation.
We simplify the manipulator-mounted vision input to our model by assuming a fixed vantage point to capture pre-and post-manipulation RGB-D scans. While our data processing makes the model robust to different table heights between pair samples (because we subtract pre-and post-scans), it may be brittle against lighting and axial changes. Standard computer vision techniques (e.g., cropping, translating, color shifting) can increase model robustness, while future autonomous data collection could use the manipulator-mounted camera to capture scans from multiple vantage points.
We consider pairwise interactions between objects when both pre-and post-manipulation scans are available. In many applications contexts (e.g., table clearing), multiple objects interact, and some may already be interacting when the robot arrives. After nesting two cups in one another, a robot may need to determine whether they can rest on a plate. Similarly, a cup with a fork already in it cannot have a cup nested in it. Static object data generalizes to the multiple object domain in some cases. Using referring expressions, we can infer that nested cups still behave like a cup, while a cup and fork may not. Another approach would be to simulate the multiple objects involved, but that requires high-fidelity object models and physics interactions in simulation.
Nesting objects in and stacking them on one another exemplify two simple actions. Object manipulation in industrial [48] or home furniture assembly [49] , [50] involves additional relationships, like fastening one object to another (e.g., by tightening a screw or hammering a nail). We provide a starting point for detecting when manipulation leads to con- 11 By contrast, on the Train data fold, all models (except the baselines) for both in and on perform at or above 85% accuracy when measured at the epoch achieving the best Test/Dev generalization accuracy reported in Table II . tainment, and hypothesize that prior information about the objects themselves will improve success detection accuracy for other, nuanced physical containment relationships.
VII. CONCLUSION
We provide a means by which a robot equipped with an egocentric, manipulator-mounted RGB-D camera can determine whether object placement actions result in one object being placed in or on another. We propose a model solely trained on a robot's observations of outcomes, and then we show that task accuracy can be improved using prior visual and linguistic information about the objects involved. We find that pretraining with crowdsourced annotations of whether objects can be placed in or on one another bootstraps useful feature extraction from this prior information.
